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Riki's stumbled his way into the upper class's neighborhood?! Guy, who's hot on his trail, is shocked to
discover that Iason is Riki's patron. However, before Riki's eyes, Iason announces "Riki is my pet" in a
display of dominion over him. Blinded by his jealousy, Gai kidnaps Riki and challenges Iason to a no-holds-
barred confrontation. Master and pet...love forged in the bonds of a twisted relationship - this is the stunning
conclusion of Ai no Kusabi!

---
Taken from back cover:
"When I was in Eos I thought I would never back down, never give in. Even in the last three years in
Eos, I was a slumdog to all of them, but that was what I had pride in. ...But since coming to Apatia... I
thought it was meaningless to keep holding onto that. And when I'm with Iason, my head spins and I
can't help it."

It dawned on Katze at last. The one who changed wasn't just Iason. It was Riki as well. "So you love
him," Katze said matter of factly.

Riki, the Ceres slumdog, has a new cage: Apatia, the place where the elites of Midas hide their mistresses--
and their human pets.

Iason Mink has allowed Riki to live in Apatia under the watchful eye of Katze. Determined to earn a
measure of freedom by working as Katze's assistant in the underground again, even while remaining Iason's
sexual pet, Riki tries to leave the past behind.
But unknown to him, forces are at work that will make this impossible.

Word is leaked to Bison that Riki has been spotted in Apatia, and once Guy hears this, nothing will stop him
from going after Riki. As the Bison members reunite to try to take back their former leader, Guy makes a
final desperate attempt to turn back the clock--to change things back to the way they were when Riki and
Bison ruled the streets of Ceres.

And what happens next--changes everything forever.
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From Reader Review Ai no Kusabi Vol. 8 for online ebook

Marsha says

Riki and Iason are tangled in a mutually destructive affair and this novel brings it to its inevitable conclusion.
While I could see how Riki had changed, Iason’s mindset remained as inscrutable as ever. Perhaps it’s not
possible to make a machine-like creature as supposedly “perfect” as a Tanagura Blondy entirely personable.
The supposed danger he’s in wasn’t quite clear either. I understood how Riki’s friends might suffer if they
incurred Iason’s wrath. But exactly what punishment awaited Iason just for holding on to a man from the
slums?

The series has had its uneven patches; the spare nature of the writing and the insistence of telling over
showing is one problem that never gets quite solved. However, the ending of Riki and Iason’s affair, reticent
yet close, reflects the complicated nature of their relationship. A love triangle heightens the drama and the
peril; it also blurs the lines between what love truly is versus what it demands.

Nyie Rombeng says

saat rasa cinta menguasai segalanya,hati & pikiran menjadi buta.
rasa tanggung jawab serta perjuangan akan cinta ini yang membuat iason mink memilih keputusan sulit &
dibenci kalangan intelek&cendekiawan planet jupiter tempatnya berasal demi riki(seorang mongrel dari
asteriod ceres).
tadinya riki & iason mink hanya melakukan perjanjian hitam diatas putih,tidak tahunya akan serumit
ini.cerita yang bagus tapi hasilnya mengecewakan.cukup 2 bintang untuk memberi rating manga ini;(

Blue says

I should not have read these novels...

Siina says

Oh my God...this was pure greatness and an amazing ending for the series. I've loved Ai no Kusabi ever
since I saw the (old) anime all those years ago and the books surely didn't let me down. I knew what would
happen in the end, but it still got me in tears and I wept, sadness residing in my soul. The best ending was
surely this one, in which their twisted burning love offered everything to the flames.

I loved the fact that Iason and Riki's relationship wasn't explained thoroughly - how we only got glimpses
that made so much sense in the end. Love was hardly ever mentioned, but it surely was there. The whole
relationship setting was great, how it defied all odds and died with a loud explosion. Decisions here and there
led to the inevitable end and a lot of "ifs" were left hanging in the air as they should. The language worked
out nicely and there weren't so many mistakes this time. This is truly a remarkable dystopian story that many



should read. This shows the true nature of power that Fifty Shades cannot even comprehend. I'm
overwhelmed by emotions stirred by this great series. Do check it out.

Zahraa' Zalzalah says

Note: This is just a quick review that I put on insta & the full one is currently in progress in my head xD

So after 15 months when I read Ai no Kusabi vol.1-7 I read volume 8 yesterday :") & my head had been
filled completely with it that through my lectures today I was just thinking about it xD Well , I have very
mixed feelings about the series overall & there's so much that I want to say about it but it's just that I can't
seem to find words to justify its epicness & the strong impact that it had on me & how it changed my life &
my view of many things since the 1st time I saw its old ovas when I was in the 8th grade & at that time I fell
in love with Iason-sama at 1st sight & my love keeps up increasing ? & let me just tell you that my obsession
& respect for him can't be put in words & you'll get a bit of it when you read or watch the whole series & see
for yourself the uniqueness of him & his hotness (He's the reason of why I have something for blonds xD) &
now I don't know what to do with my life anymore & I just want someone to tell me what happened next to
my babe Katze-chii & to Raoul :"(


